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Introduction 

This lesson has 1 Resource titled “Diamond Hunter” pages 2-4. This lesson is a revision of the last 

lesson you did in week 8. It will focus on some words used in the story and also looks at the 

characters.  

Instructions 

 In your Exercise book, copy the Header. Make sure your hand writing is neat and   legible. (I will be 

checking your Exercise book when you return to school). Copy the Question first and then answer the 

Question in complete sentences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diamond Hunter (page 2 and 4)    Written by John Lockyer   Illustrated by Lorenzo van der Lingen 

 
Cruz felt the crumpled map in his pocket and remembered the strange little curio shop where he’d found it. 
The shop sold all kinds of things from Egyptian artifacts, shimmering silk, cheap statues of emperors, queens 
and kings, to jewelry, gold, and old books and papers. The map was in a small, glass case. It was drawn in 
hieroglyphics. The shopkeeper said it had belonged to ancient explorers. Cruz didn’t believe her but he was 
curious and bought it anyway. Later, when he looked closer at the map, he realized there was a tiny key to the 
hieroglyphics. The map was of the old city, now in ruins. Among the ruins was a narrow alley. And in the alley 
was a secret door that supposedly led to a lost treasure. 
 
Cruz stood along in the alley. He had been up and down the narrow passage many times and was getting 
hungry and tired. He’d looked carefully at the crumbling walls and crawled along the cobbled path searching 
for the secret door, but so far hadn’t found it.  
 
It was getting dark and cold. He tightened his coat and looked at the map again. He knew he was in the right 
place. He could feel it. Frustrated, however, he decided to give up for the day. 
 
As he turned to leave, he was drawn to an archway that was lettered with stumps of broken statues. He hadn’t 
thought much about it before, but looking at it this time sent shivers down his spine. Cruz crawled in behind 
the pieces and pressed himself against the wall. It suddenly creaked and crashed inward. 
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Practice Exercise 1 

1. Read the “Diamond Hunter” again. Do you still remember what a past tense word is? Past 

tenses are action words that show actions that happened in the past. They usually end with ‘ed’. 

For example: Cruz felt the crumpled map in his pocket and remembered the strange little curio shop… 

Write numbers 1 – 6 in your exercise book.  

Now look for any six words used in the past tense. Write each past tense word next to each 

number. Remember: They must end with ‘ed’.  

 

1. remembered 2. 3. 

4. 5. 6. 

 

2. What is the name of the main character? Begin your sentence like this: The main character’s 

name is ……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

3. Draw the character in your exercise book. (Remember he is a diamond hunter!) 

 

 

 

4. Now, draw a diamond in your exercise book. Make sure it is coloured using the right colour. It 

could be in a pile of other treasures or on its own. Or, look for a picture of a diamond. Cut it out 

and paste it into your exercise book. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Always remember names and words used in the story. 


